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artwork are invited and will be gratefully acknowledged. Art work originals will be returned. Contributions should be sent to the editor. Regular
and associate grotto membership ($10) includes a Carbide Dump subscription. Subscriber rate is $10.00. Exchanges with other grotto and caving
organizations are invited. Direct exchange mail to Mary Sue Socky.
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Mar 19: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
Apr 16: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
Apr 17: Last day to vote for your Favorite Five newsletter covers!
May 21: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
June 18: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
June 28- July 2, 2021: NSS Convention,
in Weed, CA. See the website: http://
nss2021.caves.org/
Aug 13-15, 2021: Karst-O-Rama – at
Great Saltpetre Cave Preserve, Mt. Vernon,
KY. KOR is hosted by the Greater Cincinnati Grotto with pre-registration discounts
and info available soon! For more information, see our website at:
http://
karstorama.com/
Fall 2021: VAR at the RASS Field station
in Bath Co. VA.

Formations in Maxwelton on 3/11/2021
Photo by Nick Socky
Photo by Dave Socky
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The March 19, 2021 meeting of the
Blue Ridge Grotto will be held as a
virtual Zoom meeting. The meeting
starts at 7:00 pm. See the announcement on this page for link information.
Also, as a reminder, the link will be
sent out before each meeting.
The program this month will be a slide
show by Dave Socky on some of the
latest caving that’s been going on. The
program should be about 20 minutes
long.

The Carbide Dump

Membership – The 2021 BRG Membership packets are in the mail. BRG
currently has 55 members and 5 subscribers (total of 60) for 2021. Welcome back, Rowland family!
Poor Farm Cave in Pocahontas County,
WV is a mostly dry cave with lots and
lots of walking passage with an occasional stoop walk thrown in. There is a
very tight crawl to go through in order
to see the best formations in the cave.
There is plenty of breakdown to play
on, holes to poke around in, plus one or
two “Just don’t look down” spots.

Leader: Doug Feller
Coordination: Susan Burr 540-989-5809
pondlady97@gmail.com

Limits: 10 cavers.

BRG Meeting Minutes – can be read
on the BRG webpage at:
https://blueridgegrotto.org under the
‘BRG Organization’ button.
NSS
Membership:
Would you like to join or
renew with the NSS? See
this link for details.
A New Home for BRG? Everyone is
adjusting to ZOOM, but eventually we
will be able to hold in-person meetings
again. WHERE? We can try to return to
Jersey Lily’s in Salem, VA. Or we can
find a new place to meet. It does not
have to be a restaurant; we have held
meetings in a classroom, a fire station,
and at member’s houses. Must be 3rd
Friday of the month evening meeting.
NEEDED: a FREE convenient place,
private meeting room with a TV and Wi
-Fi. If a restaurant, food service for 20
or so, and no rental charge if everyone
orders food. Non-Smoking place is a
requirement! Report any suggestions to
the BRG Officers.

Porter Cave Project
(Susan
Burr). Things will be on hold until
Spring/Summer or maybe even the fall.
Vote for Your Favorite Five! Each
year, Carbide Dump covers win awards
in the NSS Convention. BRG cavers
know how to select the winners! Vote
for your favorite five covers (or one cover five times). Covers are in the Jan.
and Feb. 2021 Carbide Dumps. Send
votes to sockymss@cox.net Vote well
& often! Contest has been extended it
to April 17, 2021.
Thank You to Alex Sproul, Jim
McConkey, and Dave Socky for
creating a bunch (20+) slide shows for
the NSS Archives. The old slide shows
were digitized by David Caudle. These
PPT programs are designed for people
and grottos to view at Zoom meetings. They are available through the
NSS website.

Date & Time: Saturday, March 20,
2021. Meet at the Hanging Rock Orange Market at 8:30 am.

Requirements: Horizontal trip. Basic
caving gear. Beginner cave trip. Please
contact Susan Burr to sign up.
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Dave Socky in Pocahontas Poor
Farm formation area. Photo by
Pat Sims in 2007

Closed Caves: Remember that some
caves are closed in the winter for bats.
Please respect all cave closures.

VA-Winter closure dates: Oct.15-Apr.15.
WV - Winter closure dates: Sep.1 – May 15.

Cave Bucks: Meredith Weberg asked
how does BRG do Cave Bucks? ( BATS
asks active cavers to contribute $1 per
cave trip; they disperse their Cave Bucks
funds annually.) Lynn Ott suggested we
submit $ from ZOOM BUCKs - she has
added up close to 76 zoom meetings in
the past year. Nothing was decided during the comment time, except that donations should be voluntary.
John Fox cleared up some history concerning Cave Bucks. Cave Bucks was
conceived by Don Anderson as a VAR
project that individual grottos could participate in. J.C. Fisher of Tri-State Grotto embraced the Cave Bucks concept. He and his grotto are promoters
and donors to Cave Bucks – collect and
donate a small amount to different conservation organization each month.

Twenty-four members and friends attended the February 19, 2021 BRG
ZOOM Meeting.
The program, presented by Lauren Appel, was a slide show on Overholt
Blowing Cave, WV from a 1960’s
NSS expedition.
2021 Membership packets have been
mailed. You should be receiving your
packet shortly
Know of a potential caver? Bring them
to a BRG meeting, sponsor them on a
BRG activity, do lots of fun things with
the best cavers around ~

Cave Softly and Safely
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Blue Ridge Grotto Virtual Zoom Meeting(s)

Time: Every month on the Third Friday, until Dec17, 2021, 13 occurrences, at 7:00
pm (Eastern Time - US and Canada).

Mar 19, 2021 07:00 PM
Apr 16, 2021 07:00 PM
May 21,2021 07:00 PM
Jun 18, 2021 07:00 PM
July 16, 2021 07:00 PM

Aug 20, 2021 07:00 PM
Sept 17, 2021 07:00 PM
Oct 15, 2021 07:00 PM
Nov 19, 2021 07:00 PM
Dec 17, 2021 07:00 PM
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Long Cave Lists

maintained by Bob Gulden
USA Long & Deep, World Long &
Deep, & World Big Rooms
www.caverbob.com/usalong.htm
www.caverbob.com/usadeep.htm
www.caverbob.com/rooms.htm
www.caverbob.com/wlong.htm
www.caverbob.com/wdeep.htm

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system for the monthly BRG meeting by clicking on this link.
Join Zoom Meeting by clicking here https://zoom.us/j/99370232398

Meeting ID: 993 7023 2398
Dial by your location
One tap mobile
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+16699006833,,99370232398# US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+12532158782,,99370232398# US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
Find your local number:
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
https://zoom.us/u/aO8P1uRz

Treasure's Report
02/19/2021
Cave Bucks
Conservation
Equipment
General
Total

$
0.00
$
0.00
$ 133.87
$3,521.38
$3,655.25

Grotto trip report
Paxton Cave, VA
Saturday, 2/20/21
By

Doug Feller, Susan Burr, Jeff Huffman,
Nick Schmalenberger, Brandon Phibbs
& guest, Mystik Miller, went on a 4 hour
cave trip into Paxton's Cave. When we
arrived at the entrance the waterfall
above the entrance was really flowing!
Our objective today was to explore some
different areas/passages we don't normally go to. Doug wanted to see if we
could find a passage he thought went
from the back of the "Anthodite Gallery"
to further in the cave & tie into the passage we normally use. The passage ended up being a canyon that was a bit difficult to get across. Doug & Jeff
were both successful, but I got half
way across & just did not feel safe going
any further. Unfortunately that meant we
had to turn around. We decided we
would start to do the normal tourist route
& then maybe deviate some along the
way to explore other areas. Once we left
the "Barbie Room" we noticed there was
a LOT of water in the normally dry passage. I have seen water in the passages
in the front maze section of the cave,
which there was, but we were amazed to
see how much water was in the cave past
the "Barbie Room." We figured since
this area was a stream now we would go
straight up the steep mud slope across
the stream. That was a challenge. Next

Mystik Miller And Jeff Huffman doing the climb. Photo by Susan Burr

Susan Burr getting down from the
section as we head out from the
"Anthodite Gallery".
Photo by Doug Feller
we got to the up climb through the ceiling to get to the "Worm Garden." That
was no easy feat! Of course we were not
sure where the "Worm Garden" was so
we were lost most of the time, crawling
around in circles. We actually stumbled
upon it as we were finding our way back
to the drop down. We spent a lot of time
back there while Doug & I took lots of
pictures. Once we left the "Worm Garden" we headed back out, knees sore
from all the crawling, tired & bruised.
We did have a really good time.

“The Worm Garden”.
Photo by Susan Burr
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Roppel Trifecta
Three caving trips into Roppel Cave, KY
Article by

February 27 to March 1, 2021
Photos by

It started with Bill Koerschner suggesting that Bob Alderson and I accompany
him to the CRF Hamilton Valley field
station for some surveying in Roppel
Cave, KY. The plan was to drive down
on Friday, February 26, cave for three
days, and then drive back on Tuesday,
March 2. Then we looked at the weather:
rain for Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
but a nice day on Monday and then more
rain on Tuesday. Yuck. Bill said “You
know, we’re all retired, we can go anytime we like”, so we tried changing the
schedule to Sunday through Thursday
which would have given us two nice
days. But the field station was booked
already so we had to go back to our original schedule. What’s a little rain, right?

Further into the room we started our
survey. While Bob free climbed up to
where they had explored last time, Bill
and I surveyed some short side stuff.
Bob managed to get up to the lead without falling down the climb or getting
stuck in the narrow canyon. I tossed up
the webbing which allowed Bob to get
the drill, rope, and bolt kit. He put in one
bolt and tied off the rope so Bill and I
could simply climb up.

Saturday, February 27 – Princess B
Canyon (by Dave Socky)
The rain held off for our drive to Kentucky and our entry into the Weller Entrance of Roppel on Saturday morning.
Our goal for the day was to go to the end
of the Princess B Canyon and push a
lead there that had been left from an
earlier trip in the summer of 2020. Bob
had a drill and we had rope which would
allow us to more easily get up to the
start of the lead. Bob complained about
carrying the drill the whole trip for just
one lousy bolt.

Bob Alderson on first rope.

Bob Alderson doing free climb.
The Weller entrance has a primitive cement building (10’ by 10’ by 7’ high)
built over the top of it. There is a lid in
the floor that gives access to 5 sets of
steel ladders that drop you over 100 feet
to the bottom of the entrance drops.
Our route to the Princess B Canyon
started in North Downey Avenue to Evansville Junction and then to Coons Cutoff. We then stoop walked down the
North Crouchway until we got the junction for the Fleece Way (Where I got
some really nice photos of the gypsum
fleece). From there it wasn’t too far to
the first rope that would lead to the Princess B Canyon. This rope was installed
last summer and is about a 30-foot
climb.
At the top of the rope was about 100 feet
of tight squirrely crawls and obstacles to
negotiate before squeezing up through a
tight hole into an upper room. I had
climbed up first and so traversed this
miserable crawl and tight spot first. It
was a little bit of a rush because it was
tight, but I pushed through it. Once
through the tight hole, I got the 3-pound
sledge from my pack and whacked on
the rock surrounding the hole. I was able
to open it up, so it was a lot easier to get
into.

We surveyed around 200 feet of new
cave. It was a tight, tall, narrow canyon.
We ended up at the top of the canyon
where it was just big enough to traverse.
It was really awkward surveying. I got to
do both back sights and front sights, so I
had to turn around at every station. But
it was so narrow I had to move up or
backwards so I could turn around. Once
the back sight was done, I had to turn
back around again to move forward. It
was a pain!
At one station, I put my DistoX on a
ledge while I turned around. As I shifted
position, I flailed around and knocked
my DistoX off the ledge, where it clattered down 20 feet to the bottom of the
narrow canyon. Damn! I can't fit through
there! $600 down the drain. Arrugh.
(Continued on page 24)

Bob Alderson in the easy survey.
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racing down the 2-track
road. I offered to give
Holly a ride but she
waived me on – she still
had some gear to sort and
she wanted to get video on
the walk down. I had alWe continued surveying. Bob got to a
ready put on a clean set of
point where he had to really struggle to
gear at HV so all I had to
get over an obstacle and around a corner.
do was pick up my pack
It looked tight. I said that I might have to
and umbrella and go
take notes from this point on while Bob
straight in the blockhouse.
and Bill surveyed. It didn't look like I
Bob and Dave followed
would fit, or at least I wouldn't like it
me with their bags of mudmuch. But thank god, Bob found that
dy gear and changed ineven he couldn't continue. There was
side. Holly arrived shortly
flowstone coming out of the left wall
thereafter in her raincoat
which came within two inches of the
Holly McClintock in the wet Weller Entrance
with water dripping off
right wall. The canyon continued, but
curls of her exposed hair.
there was no way to get past the flowwas able to stem over it but got one leg
We popped the lid and right away heard
stone choke. We had surveyed a whoopwet. All of this water was coming from
splashing in the deep. The first ladder
ing 245 feet of cave. But we made histoCrowbar Dome which had a massive
was mostly dry, the second ladder was
ry, making Roppel, and Mammoth Cave,
waterfall that literally shook the ground.
heavy drizzle, the third ladder was light
longer than it had been before this trip!
Boy, were we glad the tarp was there to
rain. I came down third and when I
catch the spray. Once up the handline to
reached the bottom of Ladder
North Downey Avenue we were in dusty
3, Bob and Holly were still
gypsum passage and the eternal quiet of
there. “What’s the Problem?
the ages returned. At Roppel Junction a
…. Oh.” We stared in disbedistant guttural rumble was heard –
lief at the full-on waterfall
Promenade Pit!
pounding the aluminum stepladder in the canyon section.
We trekked on through the dusty corriWe were dressed for a dry
dors of Arlie Way and Walter Way. But
trip and not prepared for a
further on, a major cascade was tumcomplete soaking; our rebling down out of a slot on the left and
solve began to waver. “So,
plunging into the floor canyon. An even
we could go hang out at
larger falls was dumping into the bell
Hamilton Valley and drink
below from a separate source lower on
and tell stories?”
Holly
the left wall. Beyond the bell, a 10ft
would have none of it, “So
deep floor canyon usually carries a small
GUYS, we ARE going to do
in-coming stream; on this day it was a
this, RIGHT!?”. She stripped
mill-race carrying a torrent 2ft deep.
down her sports bra and preThe combined flow of the 2 waterfalls
Gypsum fleece in the Fleece Way.
pared to plunge into the
and the mill-race all exited the drain of
maelstrom. Whoa, girl! Don’t get soaked
We packed our gear and headed out.
the bell without the slightest hint of a
until we are ready to implement plan B.
Bob retrieved the hanger, and we recovback-up.
I suggested we ascend the ladders back
ered the rope. On the way out, Bob and I
We soon reached our survey objective in
to the blockhouse and put on poor man’s
checked out the Fleece Way - a really
Popcorn Alley at B64 where we replaced
wetsuits (trash bags) and raincoats. We
cool gypsum display on the ceiling. We
the old B-survey with a new BH survey
returned thus prepared and Bob led the
were in the cave for 10 hours. Got back
all the way to B88. We heard an unusuway
into
the
falls.
He
was
immediately
to the entrance around 11pm. It was
al murmur all through Popcorn Alley
engulfed but kept mostly dry except for
drizzling rain as we changed clothes.
that we kept mistaking for new water
lower legs. One by one we braved the
The rain had started…
sounds from ahead. Apparently, the
falls and regrouped at the bottom to shed
bedrock canyon was acting as a wave
our rain gear and congratulate ourselves
guide that allowed us to still hear the
Sunday, February 28 – Waterfalls and
for being bad-ass. Holly got some great
waterfall even though we were 500 ft
Popcorn Alley (by Bill Koerschner)
video.
past it!
The weather was spot on forecast –
We descended into Crowbar Canyon
We wrapped up the survey at 4pm and
abysmal. Heavy rain had moved into the
which was filled with the sound of ragmoved ahead to B105 and the climb
area overnight, it was still pouring down
ing water somewhere below but was
down into Rogue Canyon. The major
in the morning and it was expected to
otherwise nominal; that is, until we
stream in Rogue was thundering on this
rain all day. Holly was driving a sedan
neared far end. In the short crawlway
day but we opted not to check it out.
and wisely opted to park just inside the
the water was wall-to-wall and a foot
road gate. Twin streams of water were
deep, “Anybody want to go tubing”? I
(Continued on page 25)
(McClungs continued from page 23)

However, after a bit of struggling, Bob
managed to squeeze down and then traverse to the point where the DistoX was
laying on the floor. He reached it! Yeah!
And it still worked!
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(Continued from page 24)

This time we crossed the climb and went
over the flowstone obstacle into the FSurvey. This is the paleo upstream extension of Popcorn Alley and where our
hammer leads were located. This 5 ft H
x 3Ft W passage splits at F4 into a phreatic crawl on the left that is blocked by a
slab at F8 and an unsurveyed minicanyon\crawl on the right. This lead
was pushed in 1979 by legendary Roppel caver Pete Crecelius. He returned
with shredded clothes and a lacerated
chest after exploring it for 100 ft. His
report mentions good airflow and the
need for ‘break-away clothing’, but hey,
if it blows, it goes!
Bob took the maul hammer and worked
on passing the slab at F8. He discovered
that the slab was too thick to break with
the maul, so he tunneled beneath it using
the mason's hammer. The continuation
proved to be 2ft wide and only 10 inches
high with no airflow. Maybe we could
get a few shots out of it, but it has little
potential.
Meanwhile, Holly and I mapped the
righthand lead with me taking point and
sketching and Holly shooting foresights
with the DistoX. On hearing the plan,
she said, “Well, if you take point, we
will end up having to go a lot further”.
This passage is classic Roppel gnarly
hole: 3ft.H x 1.5ft.W and lined with
grabby popcorn. I would struggle and
thrash and curse for 15 minutes only to
have Holly tell me that my feet were still
not clear the last station. The floor was
soft dirt, at least, but the walls might as
well have been made of cat's-claw briar.
The passage went nearly straight south
which was good because it was too narrow to successfully pass even a minor
bend. The passage was indeed blasting

Bob Alderson in tight dig.
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air as Pete had reported and this day
there was the rumble of a major waterfall somewhere ahead.
The survey was extremely difficult because it was so hard to sight the DistoX
in the tight confines (glad we were not
using Suuntos!). I would set up what I
thought was a long shot only to have my
body fill the passage and block the shot.
“Could you move left? I am hitting your
kneepad, can shift your right leg, now I
am hitting something else – I think it is
your arm – can you move that up”? It
went on like this for over an hour with
me ramming myself through squeezes
and inching forward until, at last, I was
stopped by a popcorn-lined pinch that I
just could not pass. I could see into a
bell just a few feet past this squeeze
where I was pretty certain that I could
turn around. I was not certain at all that
I could back out of 75 ft of this. I said,
“I need the mason’s hammer”. Back out
and send Bob in with the hammer”.
Holly began the excruciating process of
inching out of this cheese grater. Much
moaning and wailing was heard that
gradually faded into the distance, so at
least I knew she was making progress on
her escape. Bob and Dave cheered
(jeered) her on with a rendition of ‘Old
McDonald’ - “With a Grunt, Grunt here
and a Grunt, Grunt there, here a Grunt,
there a Grunt, everywhere a Grunt,
Grunt”.
After a while I begin to hear the faint
sound of hammering that gradually came
closer until I hear the triumphant shout,”
I see feet!” It was Holly who returned
with the hammer. How she summoned
up the courage to go back in there after
escaping I will never know. I grabbed
the hammer and made protrusions fly; I
was through in ten minutes. At the bell
the passage picks up an upper component that increases its
height to 5 ft. It jogs right
across an S-bend and then
south again for at least
another 18ft - still narrow
and popcorny. The waterfall rumble sounded close
but was probably still a
100 ft away. I stopped
scooping and began the
pain-staking process of
shooting backsights to
Holly, who was backing
out for a second time.
There was much whining,
cursing and complaining
from both of us so I decided to name the passage
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‘Pete’s Popcorn Pisser’. We spent over
2 hours getting 76.8 ft of new survey in
that POS shredder, but Hey, New World
Record! We peed, packed and picked
our way back out of Popcorn Alley.
Something was different, “You hear
that? Quiet!” The waterfall at the beginning of Popcorn Alley was flowing but
no longer thundering. All of the streams
were down to half their peak flow and
the upper falls going into the bell was no
longer flowing at all. We should have
taken a side trip to check the lift tube in
Arlie Way that comes up from Logsdon
River – would have been cool, but we
were running late. The falls in the entrance had stopped and we exited at
11:30pm to a light drizzle. What an
amazing trip!
Monday, March 1 – Back to the UR
survey ( by Dave Socky)
The front moved out overnight. It got
colder, but it was actually a sunny day –
well, partly cloudy. No rain!
On this day, Jim Borden, from the state
of Washington (near Seattle) joined us
for a trip into the Daleo Entrance, which
is owned by the SCCi. Holly was nice
enough to go through the process of getting a permit online using her phone.
Our route from the Daleo Entrance led
us to the South Branch Kangaroo Trail
and then to the regular Kangaroo trail
where you are in a wide upper level to a
sinuous canyon. The trail requires you to
(Continued on page 26)

Daleo Entrance to Roppel
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(Continued from page 25)

continuously hop over the canyon as it
winds from one side of the passage to
the other. Hop, hop, hop – thus the
“Kangaroo Trail”. At the end of Kangaroo Trail, the group dropped down into
the narrow clean washed canyon. This
involved several hundred feet of sideways movement. At one point, it got so
narrow that I climbed up and traversed
the canyon above, where there was more
room. We then went through Pirates Pot

which led to the Poker Chip Aven and
finally down into the Black River. Lots
of slogging through the stream with
black canyon walls and a cobbled floor.
The water was up, but not bad. However, we saw foam at levels that would
have been scary if we had been present.
LOTS of water had flowed through here
just the day before! The Black River led
us to the Brucker Connection and then
Grand Junction. We then took a left
down Elysian Way and then climbed up
Barnyard Falls and up
into the U Survey.

Bill Koerschner - for once we got to
survey big stuff.

Stalactites, Stalagmites, Columns,
and Joe Drumheller. Gilley Cave,
VA. Contributed by Joe Banks

It took us two hours and
twenty minutes to get to
our UR survey. This is
the large breakdown passage that Bob Alderson,
Alex Faunce, and I had
surveyed in last year over
Memorial Day weekend.
Our goal today was to
finish off the resurvey in
this section so the map
could be completed. Bob
sketched this time, of
which I was glad, since
the area was large and
complex.
We surveyed, checked
leads and looked for tie-in

survey stations. Bill, who knew this section somewhat, looked and looked, and
finally found several stations to tie in to.
He was finally happy. We ended our
survey at Echo Point, after about 5 hours
of surveying.

We headed out via the Lower Elysian
Way, which allowed us to avoid traversing the large breakdown room and the
tricky climb we did at the start. The trip
out seemed to go a lot quicker than the
trip in. But a lot of that is just knowing
what to expect. This had been the first
time I had been in the Daleo Entrance.
We had a good 9 hour trip and exited to
a cold but clear night. No more rain,
thank god!
Conclusion
It was a great trip to Kentucky with three
good cave trips. We didn’t drown, and
we actually had to put up with lots of
rain only one day. Some may think we
were taking risks going into the cave
under such conditions, but please note
that we know this cave well and we
know where we can survey on rainy
days like this and where we cannot. Yes,
we got to see a lot of water. No, we were
never in any danger. Roppel Cave has
multiple levels, and we did not go into
low levels of the cave.

U-Turn in virgin cave. Maxwelton, WV on 3/11/2021.
Photo by Dave Socky
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1/17: McClung Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Nick
Socky, and Alex Faunce. We started
where the Batbone Crawl Survey had
left off. Did the lower extension passage first which got too tight and then
made the sharp right turn into the
larger room. We continued on and
surveyed into the start of where the
WVACS Room is located but didn't
get into its actual passage. Then completed the route to the edge of Freeman Ave. Instead of starting on Freeman Ave, we decided to clean up
some of the leads left in Batbone
Crawl. We ended up getting a hundred or so feet in Dante’s Inferno,
even getting into some virgin cave!
We were out in an hour and changed
clothes in the cave.
1/20: McClung Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Bill
Koerschner, and Bob Alderson. We
started right in Freeman Ave with Bill
sketching at 50 ft/inch on an 8.5 x 11inch graph paper. It was slow, but
Bill's sketches are really good. We
surveyed until we got to a spot where
there was a funky mud traverse. It
was a good 12-hour trip. It was cold
outside, about 21 F.

1/23: Maxwelton Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Nick
Socky, and Alex Faunce. We surveyed small canyon side leads off the
R Canyon, just a little past the 50-foot
pit. The footage number is a guess.

1/23/2021: BRG trip to James Cave,
VA: Susan Burr, Doug Feller, Jeff
Huffman, Lauren Appel, Mystik Miller,
and Briana Bennett.
Report in Feb.
2021 CARBIDE DUMP.
1/30: McClung Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Bob Alderson,
and Bill Koerschner on team One. Nick
Socky, Alex Faunce, and Jonny Prouty
on team Two. Stephanie Petri, Brian
Williams, and Amy Skowronski on team
Three. We completed the Freeman Ave
loop between Batbone Crawl and Freeman Ave. Steph and team did the access
route to the WVACS Room from Batbone Crawl and dug at the tight spot for
a while. We finished up right around
6pm and were out of the cave by 8pm.
Plenty of time to get back home to beat
the snowstorm. It snowed about 4 inches
that night and Sunday morning.

2/8: McClung Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Joe Zokaites,
and Bill Koerschner. We surveyed three
short loops in the 'Breakdown Borehole' (passage between the First and
Second Breakdown) plus surveyed the
near sump that the 'Bypass Crawl' bypasses. We then started the parallel passage to the Junction Complex Connector
but reached a point where the passage
was only 9" high. The floor was that
pucky, sticky mud which acts like glue,
so even Bill couldn't get through. Good
10.7-hour day with 833 feet of survey in
the book.
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2/10: Maxwelton Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky and Nick
Socky. Nick did a bolt climb/traverse
to a lead at the top of the 40 foot
'Hanging Rock of Death Pit' that is the
2nd drop on the way to Cove Creek.
It's only 20 minutes into the cave. The
traverse Nick put in wasn't really difficult, but there was a pucker factor.
But the lead went! It was a key
shaped canyon, about 15 feet high,
but you had to stem mid-way up on
steep slippery walls to keep from sliding into the narrow floor. We surveyed a total of just under 300 feet
and turned around in going canyon.
Nick scooped ahead about 50 feet to
confirm it still goes. There were lots
of formation - soda straws, helictites,
and splays. Kind of like Heaven.
2/17: McClung Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Joe Zokaites, and Bill Koerschner on team 1.
Nick Socky and Bob Alderson on
team 2. Nick and Bob surveyed 698
feet total with 219 being new cave.
We probably had about 600 feet of
new cave. Both teams worked on Liberty Bell leads that had been left. We
found the Aragonite Room. Nick and
Bob ascended the good high lead just
past the Liberty Bell, but it only went
for 5 stations (about 80 feet). It was a
short trip as a snowstorm was expected that evening and we wanted to
get out early.

Pandemic Caving – BRG Rules
Most small groups of cavers who are
still caving during the Covid-19 Pandemic are following these rules.

3.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have been travelling on a
plane, train or bus within 2 weeks.

To preserve the health of cavers on
the grotto trip and others in their
‘bubble’:

4.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have been out of town to visit
large groups/family you are not
normally exposed to on a regular
basis within 2 weeks.

5.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have been sick in general
within 2 weeks.

1.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have tested positive for
COVID within 2 weeks.

2.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have been around/exposed to a
COVID positive person within 2
weeks.

There may be exceptions to the
rules. Decisions will be made on a
case-by-case basis.
Contact Susan Burr at 540-9895809 or
pondlady97@gmail.com for more info
or to sign up for Blue Ridge Grotto
trips.
The caves have been there for thousands to millions of years.
They will wait for you.

